
INTRODUCTION

Wireless communication is the transfer of
information over a distance without the use of
enhanced electrical conductors or “wires”. The
distances involved may be short (a few meters as
in television remote control) or long (thousands or
millions of kilometers for radio communications).
When the context is clear, the term is often
shortened to “wireless”. Wireless communication is
generally considered to be a branch of
telecommunications. It encompasses various types
of fixed, mobile, and portable two-way radios,
cellular telephones, personal digital assistants
(pdas), and wireless networking. Other examples
of wireless technology include gps units, garage
door openers and or garage doors, wireless
computer mice, keyboards and headsets, satellite
television and cordless telephones.

Wireless intelligent network (win) is a
concept being developed by the telecommunications
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ABSTRACT

In modern world of technology wireless users are much more sophisticated telecommunications
users than they were few years ago. They are longer satisfied with just completing a clear call, today’s
subscribers demand innovative ways to use the wireless phone. They want multiple services that allow
them to handle or select incoming calls in a variety of ways. Wireless intelligent network is developed
to drive intelligent network capabilities such as service independence, separation of basic switching
functions from service and Application functions and independence of applications from lower-level
communication details into wireless networks. The primary weapon for empowering providers to deliver
distinctive services with enhanced flexibility is wireless intelligent networks (wins).
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industry association (tia) standards committee
tr45.2. The charter of this committee is to drive
intelligent network (in) capabilities, based on interim
standard (is)-41, into wireless networks. Is–41 is a
standard currently being embraced by wireless
providers because it facilitates roaming. Basing win
standards on this protocol enables a graceful
evolution to an in without making current network
infrastructure obsolete. Enhanced services are very
important to wireless customers. They have come
to expect, for instance, services such as caller id
and voice messaging bundled in the package when
they buy and activate a cellular or personal
communications service (pcs) phone. Whether
prepaid, voice/data messaging, internet surfing, or
location-sensitive billing, enhanced services will
become an important differentiator in an already
crowded, competitive service-provider market.
Enhanced services will also entice potentially new
subscribers to sign up for service and will drive up
airtime through increased usage of pcs or cellular
services. As the wireless market becomes
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increasingly competitive, rapid deployment of
enhanced services becomes critical to a successful
wireless strategy.

Intelligent network (in) solutions have
revolutionized wire line networks. Rapid creation and
Deployment of services has become the hallmark
of a wire line network based on in concepts.

Wireless intelligent network (win) will bring
those same successful strategies into the wireless
Networks .

Services
Enhanced services are increasing in

popularity. At this point, various carriers within
different serving areas are implementing them
using available in protocols and concepts. As win
standards are implemented, the same enhanced
services will be applicable across serving areas
so that wireless users will have a more consistent
interface for seamless use while roaming.

These win standards, which are under
development, will make wireless services really
successful. Enhanced services are now limited in
scope and are not transparent across networks.
With standards in place, more wireless carriers will
offer more of these services. Hands-free, voice-
controlled services

Voice-controlled services employ voice-
recognition technology to allow the wireless user
to control features and services using spoken
commands, names, and numbers. There are two
main types of automatic speech recognition (asr).
Speaker-dependent requires specific spoken
phrases unique to an individual user. Each user is
required to train the asr system by recording
samples of each specific phrase. The other is
speaker-independent asr, which requires the use
of specific spoken phrases that are independent
of the speaker. The individual user need not train
the system.

Voice-controlled dialing (vcd)
Vcd allows a subscriber to originate calls

by dialing digits using spoken commands instead
of the keypad. Vcd may be used during call
origination or during the call itself.

Voice-controlled feature control (vcfc)
Vcfc permits a calling party to call a special

vcfc directory number, identify the calling party as
an authorized subscriber with a mobile directory
number and personal identification number (pin),
and specify feature operations via one or more
feature-control strings. This service is similar to
remote feature control (rfc) except that the
subscriber is allowed to dial feature-control digits
or commands using spoken words and phrases
instead of keypad digits.

Voice-based user identification (vui)
Vui permits a subscriber to place

restrictions on access to services by using vui to
validate the identity of the speaker. Vui employs a
form of asr technology to validate the identity of the
speaker rather than determine what was said by
the speaker. Vui requires that the subscriber register
the service by training the asr system by recording
a word or phrase. When a user attempts to access
a service, the asr system prompts the user to say
the special phrase.

Incoming call-restriction/control
Incoming calls to a subscriber may be

given one of the following termination treatments:
the call is terminated normally to the subscriber with
normal or distinctive alerting; it is forwarded to voice
mail or to another number; it is routed to a
subscriber-specific announcement; or it is blocked.
These kinds of services help subscribers control
incoming calls and their monthly airtime bills. From
a marketing standpoint, they entice cost-conscious
customers who might not want unlimited access
from callers.

Calling name presentation (cnap)
Cnap provides the name identification of

the calling party (e.g., personal name, company
name, restricted, not available) to the called
subscriber. The calling name information (cna) is
derived from the calling number information (cni),
which is generally provided to the terminating
network as part of the basic call setup. Optionally,
the date and time of the call may be provided to the
called subscriber.

Password call acceptance (pca)
Pca is a call-screening feature that allows
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a subscriber to limit incoming calls to only those
calling parties who are able to provide a valid
password (a series of digits). Calls from parties who
cannot provide a valid password will be given call
refusal while pca is active.

Selective call acceptance (sca)
Sca is a call-screening service that allows

a subscriber to receive incoming calls only from
parties whose calling party numbers (cpns) are in
an sca screening list. Calls without a cpn will be
given call-refusal treatment while sca is active.

Data capability
Short message service (sms)

Sms provides the ability to deliver short
messages as a packet of data between two service
users, known as short message entities (smes).
Sms incorporated into pcs networks allows for
simultaneous paging and voice. Among its
applications are paging via wireless phone screens
and voice-mail notification.

Speech-to-text conversion (stc)
Stc permits a calling party to create a short

alphanumeric message by speaking to an asr device
that will perform speech-to-text conversion. The
short message may then be distributed by any
means available such as short message delivery.

Billing, prepaid cellular
Prepaid cellular can take a number of

forms. One might be a debit card; one might be a
connection to a smart card. These services allow
customers to pay before they call and not be billed
later. As the subscriber has already paid for the
service, the carrier is not burdened with the risk or
overhead of payment collection .

Functional components
The win mirrors the wireline in mode. But

the distinction between the wireless and wire line
network is that many of the wireless call activities
are associated with movement, not just the actual
phone call. In the win, more call-associated pieces
of information are communicated between the msc
and the scp or hlr. The win moves service control
away from the msc and up to a higher element in
the network, usually the scp.

Components of a WIN
´ msc as service switching point (ssp)—in the

in, the ssp is the switching function portion
of the network. The mobile switching center
(msc) provides this function in the win.

´ service control point (scp)—this device
provides a centralized element in the network
that controls service delivery to subscribers.
High-level services can be moved away from
the msc and controlled at this higher level in
the network. It is cost-effective because the
msc becomes more efficient, does not waste
cycles processing new services, and
simplifies new service development.

´ intelligent peripheral (ip)—the ip gets
information directly from the subscriber, be
it credit-card information, a pin, or voice-
activated information. The peripheral gets
information, translates it to data, and hands
it off to another element in the network—like
the scp—for analysis and control.

´ signal transfer point (stp)—this is a packet
switch in the signaling network that handles
distribution of control signals between
different elements in the network such as
mscs and hlrs or mscs and scps. The
advantage of an stp is that it concentrates
link traffic for the network. It can also provide
advanced address capabilities such as global
title translation and gateway screening.

´ location registers—these are used to
supplement mscs with information about the
subscriber. The number of subscribers that
the switch supports changes as roamers
move in and subscribers move to other
switches. The database of active subscribers
changes very dynamically. Each msc cannot
have the database for all potential users of
that switch. The following location registers
help to get around that problem:

→ visitor location register (vlr)—within an msc
there is a vlr that maintains the subscriber
information for visitors or roamers to that
msc. Every msc or group of mscs will have a
vlr.

→ home location register (hlr)—information on
roamers is obtained from that subscriber’s
hlr. Each subscriber is associated with a
single hlr, which retains the subscriber’s
record. When the subscriber roams to
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another switch, the vlr queries the
subscriber’s home hlr to get information
about that subscriber. When a phone call
goes to a subscriber’s msc, the msc
recognizes that the subscriber is roaming and
asks the hlr for the subscriber’s location. The
hlr will communicate that information to the
vlr and relay a temporary location number
received from the visited system. In the win
architecture, the hlr is usually a network
element such as an scp.

´ WIN call model—the win call model
enables the network to handle new triggers (which
are decision points in a call) and new transaction
capability application part (tcap) messages.

The evolution to win will be a major step
forward for north american wireless networks. It
involves an industry-wide consensus among
equipment vendors and service providers to
incorporate in concepts into existing wireless
networks . The following steps will need to occur
before win will be a reality:
´ incorporation of scp, ip, and sn into the

wireless network architecture
´ evolution of the msc to a ssp

´ separation of call control and transport from
service control

´ development of generic call models, events,
and trigger points

CONCLUSION

The first phase of win standards was
published in 1999 and established the fundamental
call models and operations required to support this
flexible service architecture. Many service providers
currently implement win phase 1 in their networks.
Examples of win phase 1 services are calling name
presentation and restriction, call screening, and
voice-control services. Nearing completion are win
phase-2 standards that provide both additional
service capabilities for wireless operators as well
as greater harmonization of network capabilities and
operations with emerging third-generation network
requirements. Win phase 2 includes msc triggers
for an in prepaid solution. Win phase 3 is currently
in requirements review by the win standards group.
This phase incorporates enhancements to support
location-based services. These requirements are
based on four service drivers: location-based
charging, fleet and asset management service,
enhanced call routing service, and location-based
information service.
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